
Take the 
complexityout
of your 
compliance.

Scale without friction - add new
frameworks and standards as you
grow. 

"As well as the platform, their service
continues to scale with our demands;
they've even helped us tailor our
compliance policies in line with the new
markets where we want to operate."

Cagil S, VL Media

Automated compliance with
GDPR, ISO27001, Cyber
Essentials & More.

"Naq ensures that our business is 
 compliant and our data stays secure.
Their platform brings together all of our
compliance policies into a single
dashboard, making it easy to see where
we stand, even as our business
becomes more complex"

Hans v L, TMA World

Close deals faster with
automated due diligence and
vendor management.

"Naq has been instrumental in
achieving compliance and security,
obtaining ISO27001 certification and
shortening our sales-cycle by easily 
 demonstrating our compliance to
enterprise customers."

Arnold B, Vormats

Don't let compliance slow you down. Automate
data compliance,  secure your customers' data
through Naq's easy-to-use platform and rest easy
knowing your customers and your reputation are
protected. 

Join hundreds across the UK and Europe
using Naq to do compliance and security the
smart way. And what's more: All Integro
customers get 20% off! 

Trusted by leading British SMEs and freelancers.

Automate Compliance
AccelerateGrowth.
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Meet 
Your new compliance superhero.

The Naq Difference

+ hours
saved

on yearly, manual compliance
paperwork & evidence collection.

complete
compliance

Compliance, cyber security, due
diligence & training in a single platform. 

consultants

Naq's customers save thousands
compared to using   consultants.

90% cheaper than

Everything you need to achieve compliance,
secure your data & ace assurance

Ready to find out 
more?

Automated compliance

Meet compliance with GDPR,
Cyber Essentials, ISO27001 & more
in days, not months. 

 Naq's platform cuts through the
manual compliance work,
automating over 90% of the
process. 

Accelerated due
diligence

Ace due diligence checks at speed
with  and close deals faster with
Naq's automated due diligence
process. 

Get expert legal support for the
tricky compliance questions that
can't be automated.

Cyber security baked in

Secure, monitor and manage your
business' security posture through
a single dashboard.

Get clear, video guidance on
exactly what to do to keep your
systems secure and track your
progression within Naq.

Security & compliance
training

Meet compliance obligations and
train your entire team to keep your
data secure with Naq's built in
training. 

We'll put our training to the test,
with regular phishing tests and
simulations. 

Real time human support

Because some things simply can't
be automated, Naq delivers
unrivalled human support.

Get your very own Data Protection
Officer and access to your very
own cyber security experts. 

.

https://www.naqcyber.com/solution/startups

